China in the Middle East

Reshaping Regional Politics
by Ilan Berman

C

hina has well and truly arrived in
the Middle East. After years of
relative passivity, the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) is now
making a concerted effort to expand its
strategic presence and economic clout
in the region.
For Middle East nations, Beijing’s
newfound drive for regional prominence
is one of the most consequential—albeit
least reported—trends of recent years. It
Chinese president Xi Jinping (right) meets with
holds the power to reshape regional
Saudi Arabia’s crown prince Salman bin
markets as local governments inAbdulaziz al-Saud, Beijing, March 2014. In a
creasingly reorient their economies to
2017 visit, the Saudi monarch signed a
take advantage of Chinese outreach and
memorandum of understanding with President Xi
to explore $65 billion in joint ventures.
largesse. But the proliferation of Chinese
political and economic influence also
increasingly threatens to upend longstanding regional security arrangements and fragment solidarity in the Islamic
world. The spread of China’s model of technologically-empowered censorship,
meanwhile, carries with it the potential to reinforce some of the worst political
impulses of the region’s autocrats.
Expanding Outreach

China’s invigorated regional agenda is
as significant as it is sudden. Just a few years
ago, Chinese engagement with the Middle
East could be said to be confined to just two
priorities. The first was the sale of arms to
weapons-hungry client states in the region,
most conspicuously the Islamic Republic of
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Iran.1 The second was the acquisition of
regional energy resources to fuel the ongoing

1 Dan Blumenthal, “China and the Middle East:
Providing Arms,” Middle East Quarterly, Spring
2005, pp. 11-19.
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proactive military engagement in
the Middle East on the part of
the PRC. Beijing’s 2015 National
Military Strategy outlines the
need
to tackle all kinds of
contingencies
and
military
threats against its national
territorial integrity and space
and maritime sovereignty; to
resolutely support national reunification; to maintain the
nation’s new forms of security
and interests and preserve the
safety of overseas interests; to
keep up strategic deterrence and
prepare for nuclear counterstrikes; to participate in regional
and international security cooperation for regional and world
peace; to strengthen its antipenetration, anti-secession, and
anti-terror efforts; to safe-guard
national political security and
social stability; to participate in
disaster relief; to safeguard the
rights and interests of the
Chinese people; and to support
national economic and social
development.12

Mark Neyman

Reuven Rivlin (right), president of Israel, meets with Chinese
vice president Wang Qishan, Jerusalem, October 2018. The
longstanding strategic ties between Jerusalem and Washington
are being directly—and adversely—impacted by China’s
deepening economic presence in the Jewish state.

Understanding Chinese Interests
What fuels the PRC’s contemporary
focus on the Middle East? The answers are
both practical and ideological.
Concretely, the Middle East is more
essential than ever for China’s continued
prosperity: China’s energy consumption is
soaring, and more and more of its energy is
12 “The White Paper of China’s Military Strategy,
2015,” Information Office of the State Council
of the People’s Republic of China, cited in Sun
Degang, “China’s Soft Military Presence in the
Middle East.”
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coming from the Middle East. The country’s
imports of crude oil, which account for more
than 50 percent of total Chinese energy
usage, jumped from nearly 6.2 million tons
in 2014 to more than 9.25 million tons last
year,13 and nearly 40 percent of that total
now originates in the Middle East.14
That
dependency,
moreover,
is
deepening. Middle East suppliers including
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Oman are among
the fastest-growing sources of energy for
China15 and can be expected to account for
an even larger share of total Chinese oil
imports in the years ahead. The Middle East,

13 “China Crude Oil: Imports,” CEIC Data, Hong
Kong.
14 Daniel Workman, “Top 15 Crude Oil Suppliers to
China,” World’s Top Exports, June 7, 2019.
15 Ibid.
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United States as Israel’s single largest overall
source of investment in the near future.20
Yet as China’s stake in Israel has grown,
so too has its potential impact on Israel’s
most vibrant and enduring alliance: its
strategic partnership with the United States.
Today, officials in Washington are increasingly alarmed over China’s growing
penetration of Israel’s high tech sector. After
years of systematic investments, they say, the
Chinese now directly control, or have
influence over, as much as one-quarter of
Israel’s total tech industry, including defense
contractors at work on sensitive projects
jointly being developed with the United
States.21 They also intimate that, unless it is

properly regulated by the Israeli government, China’s growing stake in the
country could end up adversely affecting
joint projects between the two countries. No
less senior an official than U.S. national
security advisor John Bolton personally
delivered this message when he met with
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
other top Israeli officials for consultations in
Jerusalem in early 2019.22
But China’s investments threaten the
U.S.-Israeli strategic partnership in other
ways as well. In 2015, a Chinese conglomerate known as the Shanghai International Port Group (SIPG) signed a multibillion dollar deal with the Israeli
transportation
ministry
for the future rights to
operate the Haifa port.23
Under the terms of the
agreement, SIPG will
take control of day-to-day
operations at the port for
the span of a quartercentury beginning in 2021
when the current process
of modernization and
construction
of
the
facilities is completed. The
agreement was controversial from the outset
because Haifa is more than
simply a commercial hub;
it also represents a fixture
In 2015, the Chinese Shanghai International Port Group signed a multiin the long-running U.S.billion dollar deal with Jerusalem for future rights to operate the Haifa
Israeli strategic partnerport, which hosts visits from the U.S. Sixth Fleet and joint drills between
ship, regularly hosting
the U.S. and Israeli navies. U.S. military officials have concerns over
naval visits from the U.S.
potential Chinese intelligence operations at the port.

20 See, for example, EJIInsight (Hong Kong), Feb. 1,
2018.
21 Author interviews with U.S. National Security
Council officials, Washington, D.C., Nov. 2018.
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22 The Jerusalem Post, Jan. 9, 2019.
23 Angela Yu, “Chinese port operator signs deal to
run Israel’s Haifa port,” Journal of Commerce
(Newark), June 2, 2015.
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Sixth Fleet and joint drills
between the U.S. and Israeli
navies. This has made the
question of who operates the port
a key concern for Washington,
with U.S. military officials
warning with growing frequency
that port visits could end, or at
least lessen, once China assumes
control of the facility in 2021 due
to concerns over potential Chinese
intelligence operations.24
Worrisome, too, is the
absence of sufficient safeguards
by which the Israeli government
Police respond to a protest by Uighurs in China’s Xinjiang
might regulate China’s deepening
region, 2016. Beijing has launched a campaign to pacify the
presence in Israel. Because
Uighur Muslim minority in its western province. Muslim nations
Jerusalem currently lacks formal
have remained silent, worried that criticism of the Chinese policy
might upset their extensive economic and trade ties with Beijing.
institutions (like the interagency
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States,
practices—in particular the officiallyCFIUS) to vet and oversee foreign insanctioned repression of its Muslim
vestments in sensitive national sectors,
population. Over the past three years, Beijing
officials in Washington worry that Beijing’s
has launched an extensive campaign aimed at
activities are not being properly scrutinized
pacifying the Uighur Muslim minority in its
or controlled.25
western province of Xinjiang, which Chinese
The potential ramifications are profound.
officials see as particularly prone to
China’s growing stake in Israel represents a
radicalization. The tactics employed by
double-edged sword for the Jewish state—
Beijing include pervasive monitoring, curbs
one that, if not properly regulated and
on Islamic traditions, and the mass detention
overseen to Washington’s satisfaction, could
of one million or more citizens in the
adversely affect the vibrancy of its strategic
equivalent of “reeducation” camps.26 Via
partnership with the United States, and even
these measures, the Chinese state is
curtail future cooperation between the two
attempting to repress and erase the Muslim
countries.
traditions and culture of its westernmost
China’s outreach to the Middle East has
province in a process that Chinese officials
also had the effect of muting regional
have called “harmonization” but which
attitudes toward the PRC’s own domestic
international observers have equated with
ethnic cleansing.

24 The Jerusalem Post, Dec. 15, 2018.
25 Author interviews with U.S. National Security
Council officials, Washington, D.C., Nov. 2018.
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26 See, for example, “An Internment Camp for 10
Million Uighurs,” Meduza (Riga, Lat.), Oct. 1,
2018.
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assurances, China’s regional involvement is
far from benign. Instead, it holds the power
to alter alliances, political discourse, and
even domestic freedoms throughout the
region—and to do so in ways that will
profoundly impact the region itself as well as
its relationship with the world in the years
ahead.
Ilan Berman is senior vice
president of the American Foreign
Policy Council in Washington,
D.C.
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